
Young Joe tops Sennybridge Dog Sale 

Another strong entry of dogs with a lot more quality on offer certainly. It kicked off to a 

flying start with the first 8 dogs being sold over 1000gns. Topping the sale was Lot 8 from D 

Bevan, a Red 18month old Un-Registered dog who showed a lot of style and class annd 

eventually sold for 3100gns to Scotts of Norton. Closely followed by Lot 13 from P J Thomas 

a 3 Year old bitch sired by Case. This bitch was a very experienced bitch who had been used 

regularly on the farm and been seen around the Trialing Circuit. Again she caused a lot of 

interest and eventually sold for 3000gns to Williams, Gelly, Llanddeusant. 5 dogs trading 

over 2000gns with the first being Lot 4 from W Jones with Bryncoch Gwen a white bitch who 

was sired by Gerald Lewis's Dan again showed a lot of class on the field and sold for 

2700gns. Regular vendor Thomas Lane who always brings a very strong farm dog sold lot 22 

Tim who is sired by Ross Games's Presseli Bronk he was sold for 2600gns. Next was Lot 5 she 

found her new home at 2500gns again a very classy bitch bred by Clive Harding's Taff.  On 

the whole 16 dogs sold out of 29 dogs forward on the field. On the whole the quality of dogs 

being sold on the field was a big improvement to what we saw earlier in the year with 

plenty of buyers looking to spend money. The nursery ring again was hard work with a top 

of 500gns for Lot 105 which was a 6 months red dog pup he showed a lot of interest around 

the pen. 

Clearance 70%  

Average 1880gns  

Shae 

Next year sale will be Saturday 4th May 2024 - we advise any potential vendors to enter 

early so that we can get the Catalogue ready to send out to potential buyers. 


